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We collaborate with patients to characterize their clinical trials expectations and better understand their
readiness for remote clinical trials. This 11-question survey was co-developed with a patient advocate and

administered online in December 2020.

Why do patients not participate in clinical trials?

Do clinical trial participants generally use digital solutions and enjoy it?

Do they prefer home-based, site-based, or hybrid trials?

Which elements improve their clinical trial experience?

Discover the full results of our 1,133 patients survey

https://kayentis.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/patients_as_partners_in_clinical_trials_kayentis_2022.pdf
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Read the interview with Trishna Bharadia, Health Advocate & Patient Engagement Advisor, on these survey results

https://kayentis.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/patients_as_partners_in_clinical_trials_kayentis_2022.pdf
https://kayentis.com/patients-perception-of-digital-clinical-trials/
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The strengths of electronic Clinical Outcome Assessment (eCOA) versus
paper solutions
5 February 2024

In contrast to paper solutions, electronic Clinical Outcome Assessment (eCOA) demonstrates strengths
such as: Accuracy

Read More »

The relevance of ePROs in early phase clinical trials
31 January 2024

Early phase clinical research (phase 1 and 2a) focuses on characterizing the behavior of the

Read More »

3 considerations to take into account when setting up an eCOA clinical
trial
29 January 2024

In a clinical trials environment that is moving increasingly towards digitalization and decentralization, it
remains

Read More »
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Kayentis operational excellence
23 January 2024

Why do customers recommend Kayentis for operational excellence? More than 95% of Kayentis
customers recommend

Read More »

Innovation and Partnerships: The Biotech Perspective
16 January 2024

In the ever-evolving landscape of biotechnology, groundbreaking advancements continue to shape the
future of healthcare.

Read More »

Exploring The Specific Challenges Of Pediatric Clinical Trials – Insights
From Site Experts
22 November 2023

In this first episode on pediatric clinical trial challenges, Begoña Nafria, pediatrician and patient
engagement

Read More »
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